By temperament and training Hazem, was a dialectical optimist-he liked to resist despair, quoting Orson Welles's saying that "If you want a happy ending, that depends, of course, on where you stop your story." His paper was to analyze a recent Egyptian adaptation of Inherit the Wind that won Best Performance at the National

* * *
The divergent strategies of two recent plays in Berlin-the first by Mohammad alAttar and Omar Abusaada at the Volksbühne, the second by Ayham Majid Agha at the Gorki Theatre-challenge us to theorize what the work of Syrian theatre artists in Europe can say at this moment, and to whom. Unlike some more typical cases of post-9/11 "Arab/ic theatre for Western audiences,"
1 Berlin audiences are diverse, comprising viewers with different language skills and expectations, including some who are Arab immigrants themselves or know Syria or other Arabic-speaking societies intimately, along with others who do not but want their play-going to be timely. Yet, the SyrianGerman arts community is relatively new, compared for instance to the generations-old Turkish-German arts community and the "post-migrant" theatre it has created. 2 The Berlin-based Syrian artists do not fit neatly into the "Sindbad vs. Houdini" typology that Johanna Sellman and I recently proposed within another European context; 3 they are neither exotic visitors on tour nor Arab Germans.
Iphigenia, a devised play by Mohammad al- Attar (b.1980) and Omar Abusaada (b.1977) , is the third in a trilogy of Greek tragedy offshoots with nonprofessional, refugee Syrian female performers directed by Abusaada, the last two written with playwright al-Attar.
4 Originally meant for Lesbos, Greece, it ran into logistical problems (the asylum-seeking participants there could not yet legally work in Europe) and moved to Germany, losing its resonance with the specific precarity of many Syrian refugees' lives in Turkey and then in Greece: in Euripides' Iphigenia at Aulis, Agamemnon's daughter must agree to be sacrificed before his becalmed fleet, held prisoner by an angry goddess, can continue its journey. Instead, the work moved to Berlin, where it served as poster-child for the shake-it-up internationalist credentials of the controversial new Volksbühne director, Chris Dercon.
Rather than stage Iphigenia, the performers discussed it. Nine refugee performers in turn projected themselves into Euripides' play: Iphigenia's willingness to sacrifice for her family, her fear or willingness to embrace death, her perhaps overly loving relationship with her father. Unfortunately, nine consecutive auditions proved a static and rigid format. Each woman faced the camera alone, positioned in the role of supplicant, explaining why she thought she might perhaps be good enough to play Iphigenia's part. Each woman's vignette from her life-an aspiration to study engineering, a suicide attempt, a Skype session with her therapist back in Syria-introduced a monologue from the play. The performances interwove language registers, juxtaposing diverse Arabic dialects from different parts of Syria with monologues rising to literary Arabic. But unfortunately, the audition-shaped play replicated the structure of the asylum application interview; the audience stood in for casting assistants or immigration officials-at best, for the supportive acting coach. The performance ended where it should have begun.
Al-Attar and Abusaada's editing pushed back at liberal German preconceptions about refugees-to a point. The pauses and stumbles, as one blogger noted, played effectively with the audience's "addiction to authenticity."
5 One performer complained about Germans who wanted to hear only the harrowing tale of her terrifying escape by sea, not other parts of her life: "No, actually, we were brave on the boat. We took The cohort of theatre-makers whom I met in Germany last year-Syrian playwrights and directors who have relocated to Berlin, including Agha, al-Attar, and several others of roughly the same age-inhabit a landscape of loss full of contradictions. They live in verdant, vibrant Berlin, where they moved by choice and not as refugees. Intelligent and lucky, productive and respected, for seven years they have opened up their laptops each day and seen the brutalization and death of friends or relatives, classmates or colleagues. Acutely aware of their own privilege, they both feel and resist the representative role thrust upon them by a German host society deeply curious (excited, interested, perhaps ambivalent) about its new Syrian members and the conflict that brought them to Germany. They know that, as writer Liwaa Yazji told me, "Syria is à la mode these days." They are grateful for the opportunities this brings. Yet, they want more from their institutional sponsors and audiences than forensic interest or ethnographic curiosity.
